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a smile that made her small countenance resemble that of a
fairy queen and Wizzie thought: "She likes Claudius for just
the opposite reason from D. No-man. He tumbled her about
while this one treats her like a princess, It must be one extreme
or the other with her. Well! Perhaps I'm like that, too. D.
No-man's never tumbled me about."
Back again in Mrs. Dearth's quarters, Jenny's behaviour to
Lovie was as different from D. No-man's as it was from
Claudius's. She treated the child in a calm, matter-of-fact way,
as if little girls were as common as hips and haws, patting her
hair, glancing suspiciously at her finery, picking up and drop-
ping again between finger and thumb her chain of beads, and
repeating in a rather reproachful voice, as if the child had done
it herself, out of malice to her elders, that she was very big to be
only three.
Lovie had never met anyone in the least resembling Mrs.
Dearth, nor had she ever seen a woman before who was always
busy about something and never "enjoying herself," and
as for Jenny's calm, matter-of-fact way of treating her, it
struck Wizzie that the small creature was waiting and watch-
ing to see what appalling adult vice this unemotional behaviour
concealed.
What it concealed for Wizzie's own experienced observation
was a gathering storm; nor had the mother and daughter been
long upstairs together when Mrs. Dearth appeared at their
door, her arms full of clothes.
These clothes, when they had been carefully laid out upon
the bed, turned out to be a complete outfit for a little girl of
three; and it soon transpired that it was to make these pur-
chases, and with no thought at all of the child's meal, that Jenny
had been shopping for so long.
It was the clothes that precipitated the storm; for mingled
with all of Wizzie's emotional reactions since the events in
the Circus-field, and underlying all her softenings towards
Claudius, had been the pleasurable anticipation of dressing up
her daughter in pretty and suitable things.
And now, out of kindness of heart, but also, Wizzie suspected,
out of a jealous desire to be the first to buy things for her friend's
child, Jenny had taken the edge off this innocent pleasure.
In her vexation, Wizzie's athletic hands were more hasty and
brusque than they ought to have been in removing from, her

